Newbery Medal Book Project & Booktalk

DUE______________________________________________

1) PROJECT
   ➢

2) STORY MAP/ORGANIZER--complete the paper. On the back add the following information:
   ➢ Author information
   ➢ Year the book won the Newbery Medal. Explain whether or not you think the book should have won the Medal.

3) VOCABULARY
   ➢ Define and use 25 vocabulary words in a complete sentence. In a Google document use the format below:
     1. vocab word--define word
        must be a complete sentence using the vocab word
     2. vocab word--define word
        sentence

4) BOOKTALK

Grading:
booktalk and project= 25 pts
story map/organizer, author information, year & opinion = 15 pts
vocabulary = 50 pts